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The only IT guide you need
You're busy—very busy. You need reliable, practical answers to your IT questions, and you need them now. The Vest Pocket Guide to Information Technology, Second Edition is a handy pocket problem-solver designed to provide you with the quickest route to a solution. Practical, reader-friendly, and thoroughly illustrated, this updated handbook provides complete guidance for the complex, ever-changing world of IT to help you quickly pinpoint what you need to look for, what to watch out for, what to do, and how to do it. 

Written by two all-time bestselling accounting and finance authors, Jae Shim and Joel Siegel, this thoroughly updated Second Edition includes tables, forms, checklists, questionnaires, practical tips, and sample reports to help you avoid and resolve any and all IT dilemmas. A must-read for business professionals, financial managers and consultants, production and operation managers, accountants, COOs, CFOs, and CEOs, this handy guide helps you: 

	Select the best hardware for particular application needsStrategically use IT systems
	Use the best software in planning and control
	Select Sarbanes-Oxley compliance software
	Prevent fraud through computerized security
	Effectively apply Management Information Systems (MIS)
	Use online databases to make business decisions
	Use a decision support system (DSS) and an executive information system (EIS) to improve the quality of analysis, evaluation, and decision making
	Understand emerging trends and developments in information technology
	Harness marketing information systems to improve sales planning, sales forecasting, market research, and advertising
	Evaluate and manage an IT project


Your professional success depends on keeping abreast of the latest thinking and applications in information technology. The Vest Pocket Guide to Information Technology, Second Edition gives you all the information you need to make optimum decisions now and plan ahead for later.     

       About the Author
   JAE K. SHIM, PhD, one of the most prolific accounting and finance experts in the world, has authored or coauthored more than fifty professional and college business books. He is Professor of Accounting and Finance at California State University, Long Beach, and CEO of Delta Consulting Company, a financial consulting and training firm. He received his MBA and PhD degrees from UC Berkeley Haas School of Business.     

JOEL G. SIEGEL, PhD, CPA, is the author or coauthor of more than fifty books and articles for accounting and financial journals. He has acted as a consultant in accounting and IT issues to many organizations, including IT&T, Citicorp, and Person-Wolinsky CPA Review. He is Professor of Accounting and Information Systems at Queens College of the City University of New York.       
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Upgrading and Repairing PCs (W/DVD)Que, 1996
Upgrading and Repairing PCs is the de facto standard PC hardware tome used by more PC professionals and hobbyists than any other book of its kind - selling more than 2.1 million copies in it's 13-edition history. In the 13th Edition, Scott has pulled out all of the stops, adding hundreds of page of new material, two hours of all new video and more...
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Developing Microsoft Office Solutions: Answers for Office 2003, Office XP, Office 2000, and Office 97Addison Wesley, 2003
Build custom Microsoft Office solutions that solve real business problems--fast!

Now, there's a practical, easy-to-use guide for every developer and power user who wants to solve real business problems with custom Microsoft Office applications.

Packed with case studies and code examples, this book covers...
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Randomized Algorithms for Analysis and Control of Uncertain Systems: With Applications (Communications and Control Engineering)Springer, 2012

	
		The presence of uncertainty in a system description has always been a critical issue in control. The main objective of Randomized Algorithms for Analysis and Control of Uncertain Systems, with Applications (Second Edition) is to introduce the reader to the fundamentals of probabilistic methods in the analysis and design of...
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Mesh-based Survivable Transport Networks: Options and Strategies for Optical, MPLS, SONET and ATM NetworkingPrentice Hall, 2003
 Next-generation architectures for survivable networks. 

 "Always on" information networks must automatically reroute around virtually any problem-but conventional, redundant ring architectures are too inefficient and inflexible. The solution: mesh-based networks that will be just as survivable-and far more...
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Advances in Biometrics: Third International Conferences, ICB 2009, Alghero, Italy, June 2-5, 2009, ProceedingsSpringer, 2009

	It is a pleasure and an honour both to organize ICB 2009, the 3rd IAPR/IEEE International Conference on Biometrics. This will be held 2–5 June in Alghero, Italy, hosted by the Computer Vision Laboratory, University of Sassari. The conference series is the premier forum for presenting research in biometrics and its allied technologies:...
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Programming Reactive Extensions and LINQApress, 2011

	Right now, we as programmers are at an impasse—a transition period between the well-understood
	world of imperative programming, and a world that is increasingly at odds with this model. In the ’80s,
	everything was simple: one machine, one thread, no network.


	CPUs are now scaling horizontally, adding more and more...
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